Smart Volution’s Tablet Cash register ‘pops up’ at the Salon International Show
Smart Volution’s Tablet Cash Register (TCR) had its first ‘pop up’
outing at this year’s International Salon show at Excel London.
Previously TCR had been exhibited on Secure Retail’s stand but this
year was the first time a customer has taken the product to the show
to handle orders.
Setting up for the show was easy once we got a file of all the
barcodes for all the products on sale and the selling price. The TCR
is designed so that customisation of the screen is simple to set up.
It was great to see how the stand staff quickly got the hang of
using the TCR especially as they had not seen or used it before.
Justin Coward CEO of Smart Volution said “The flexibility of TCR
goes from strength to strength and we were delighted to see TCR
being put through its paces at this year’s Salon International show”

“Using the MePOS system was absolutely fantastic. Not only were we able
to create bespoke discounts for our products the interface was extremely
easy to use and understand.
What I found most helpful was the ability to review our sales, stocks and
discounts after via the back office reporting system. This is really important
for us as we were able to understand exactly what was sold and what
offers were popular. Most importantly it helped us understand our stock
levels which is imperative as we can see where any discrepancies have
been made (ie missing stock). The design itself is very sleek and compact
meaning we did not need much space for it. The tablet is removable which
is great if you want to be able to move about and take orders/make
payments away from a reception desk. “
“Overall I would highly recommend this system and the supporting team are
fantastic which is key :)“

- Alexandra Wiseman of Ales Groupe UK Ltd
www.tabletcashregister.com
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